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Major Mailers Association’s
First Set Of Interrogatories
And Requests For Production
Of Documents
To USPS Witness Mark F. Ramaqe

MMAIUSPS-TZ-1
On page 3 of your prepared testimony you indicate that one
purpose of your testimony is to discuss the reliability of major cost estimates that
are generated from the In-Office Cost System. In Table 1, entitled “Cv’s For
Mailprocessing Costs” and Table 2, entitled “W’s For City Carrier In Office
Costs,” you list the MODS-based estimated mean distributed costs and
coefficients of variation.
(a) Please refer to Library References LR-I-81 and LR-I-137. How accurate
are the individual MODS cost pool data shown in those Library
References for First-Class single piece letters, single piece metered
letters, presort automated letters, and presort non-automated letters,
presort carrier route letters, and presort non-carrier route letters. Please
explain your conclusions regarding the accuracy of the individual MODS
cost pool data.
(b) Please explain the meaning of the coefficient of variation (.46% for FirstClass letters and parcels and 1.22% for presort letters and parcels) as that
term is used in your Table 1.
(c) Please explain the meaning of the coefficient of variation (.69% for FirstClass letters and parcels and 1.35% for presort letters and parcels) as that
term is used in your Table 2.
(d) According to the Postal Service’s institutional response to MMAAJSPST24-3 (a), the average weight of a metered letter is 57 ounces. According
to LR-I-Sla, the average weight of a presorted letter is .62 ounces. Are
the MODS cost pools presented in LR-I-162a (which comes from LR-I-61)
sufficiently reliable to accurately reflect differences in mail processing
costs for two categories of mail of the same shape, but that experience
differences in the average weight of .05 ounces? Please explain your
answer and provide any documents that support your conclusions.
(e) According to USPS witness Miller’s response to MMANSPS-T24-1
(a),
heavy weight metered letters (weighing between 3.5 and 13 ounces)
“might be affecting” the cost pool estimates, causing those costs to be
64% higher than for automated presort letters that weigh up to 3.3362
ounces. According to LR-I-91 b, First-Class single piece letters weighing
between 3.5 and 13 ounces comprise .16% of all single piece letters. Are
the MODS cost pools presented in LR-I-162a sufficiently reliable to
accurately reflect differences in mail processing costs for two categories of
mail of the same shape, but that experience differences in the upper

weight limit for such a small number of pieces?
answer.
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Please explain your

When aggregate MODS cost data are broken down to the specific cost
pool levels that are shown, for example, in LR-I-162a, which is more
accurate: the individual cost pool data amounts or the sum of the
individual cost pool data amounts? Please provide an explanation for your
conclusions regarding this matter.
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